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We characterize w*-continuous, Markovian semigroups on a von Neumann
algebra M, which are ,0 -symmetric w.r.t. a faithful, normal state ,0 in M*+
, in
terms of quadratic forms on the Hilbert space H of a standard form (M, H, P, J).
We characterize also symmetric, strongly continuous, contraction semigroups on a
real Hilbert space H which leave invariant a closed, convex set in H, in terms of
a contraction property of the associated quadratic forms. We apply the results to
give criteria of essential selfadjointness for quadratic form sums and to give a
characterization of w*-continuous, Markovian semigroups on M, which commute
with the modular automorphism group _,0t .  1997 Academic Press
0. INTRODUCTION
The aim of this work is to extend the correspondence between Dirichlet
forms and Markovian semigroups to the general setting of noncommutative
von Neumann algebras M, in the symmetric case. This provides a frame-
work to construct w*-continuous Markovian semigroups on M and to
study them from the point of view of symmetric quadratic forms in Hilbert
spaces.
The corresponding commutative theory, originated with the work of
Beurling and Deny [Beu], has been developed especially by Fukushima
[Fuk] and Silverstein [Sil]. It has been recognized that Dirichlet forms
are a useful tool to construct Hunt’s Markov-processes and to study their
potential theory on general metric spaces X (see [Ma1]). In particular,
from an analytical point of view, the use of quadratic forms makes it
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possible to relax the assumptions on the coefficients occurring in the defini-
tion of generators of Markovian semigroups on the Hilbert space L2(X, m)
and on the von Neumann algebra L(X, m), dm being some reference
measure on X.
The basic definitions of this commutative theory rely on the structure of
the ordered Hilbert space L2(X, m), given by the closed, convex cone of
non-negative functions L2+(X, m). These objects form a so called standard
form of the abelian von Neumann algebra L(X, m). TomitaTakesaki’s
theory shows, however, that a Hilbert space L2(M) and a closed, convex
cone L2+(M) possessing properties analogous to those of their commutative
counterparts, always exist (and are essentially unique) for a general von
Neumann algebra M and that they can be constructed in the GNS-semi-
cyclic representation of a faithful, normal, semifinite (f.n.s.) weight ,0 on
M. The properties of the structure (M, L2(M), L2+(M)), listed in
Section 1, and in particular those involved in the Connes’ characterization
of von Neumann algebras as ordered Banach spaces in terms of the geometric
properties of the cone L2+(M), allow us to deal with these noncommutative
spaces in much the same way as commutative ones. Standard forms of von
Neumann algebras were introduced in [Con1], [Ara1], [Haa1].
In this paper the properties of standard forms of von Neumann algebras
will be used to prove a generalization of the well known Beurling-Deny
criterion. Namely, we characterize those quadratic forms on L2(M) (so
called Dirichlet forms w.r.t. a fixed f.n. ,0 in M*+) generating those
strongly continuous, symmetric semigroups (so called Markovian w.r.t. ,0)
which induce, through a suitable (symmetric) embedding of M into L2(M),
weakly*-continuous, Markovian, ,0 -symmetric semigroups on the von
Neumann algebra M. The distinguished property of these closed forms,
called Markovianity w.r.t. ,0 , refers to a contraction principle which they
satisfy with respect to Hilbertian projections onto closed, convex cones like
the L2+(M) and its translates. In the commutative case this consists in
interpreting the lattice operation u  u7 1 as the Hilbertian projection
onto the closed, convex cone 1&L2+(X). Notice that the ordered vector
spaces M and L2(M) are not lattices unless M itself is abelian.
The above characterization is a special case of a more general result in
which the use the geometric properties of Hilbertian projections onto
closed, convex sets allows to achieve a characterization of those strongly
continuous semigroups on general real Hilbert spaces which leave invariant a
fixed closed, convex set.
The study of noncommutative Markovian semigroups dates back to the
works of Gross [Gro1] and Faris [Far1, 2] (see also [Sch]) in the
context of the Segal’s standard form for finite algebras [Seg], [Ne1]. A
theory of operators leaving invariant cones in Banach spaces was instead
initiated by Krein and Rutman [Kre] (see also [Far1, 2]). The study of
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noncommutative Dirichlet forms was pioneered by Albeverio and Ho egh-
Krohn [Alb2] (see also [Gro2]), Sauvageot [Sau1, 2, 3] and extensively
developed by Davies and Lindsay [Dav4]. Guido et al. [Gui] extended
the theory to the non-symmetric case proving also that any closed derivation
of M gives rise to a Dirichlet form. All these authors work in the context
of the Segal’s standard form and always they consider Markovianity of
forms and semigroups only with respect to a f.n. tracial functional ,0 .
Recently Goldstein and Lindsay [Gol2] (see also the announcement of
their results in [Gol1]) have extended the theory to a generic KMS-state
in the setting of the Haagerup’s standard form [Haa2]. The notion of
,0 -symmetry, we will introduce below in Definition 2.1, when considered in
the Haagerup’s standard form reduces to the notion of KMS-symmetry
introduced in [Gol1].
On one hand, the need to construct weakly*-continuous, Markovian
semigroups on von Neumann algebras, which are symmetric w.r.t. a non-
tracial normal state, is quite clear for applications to the theory of open
quantum systems [Dav1], [Maj1], [Fri], quantum probability [Acc],
[Mey], [Par], quantum information theory and optical communication
processes [Ohy] and to the ergodic problems of a dynamical approach to
equilibrium in quantum statistical mechanics [Maj2] (where KMS-
equilibrium states at finite temperature are non-tracial [Bra1]). On the
other hand, it is also clear (recall for example the various theories of non-
commutative L p-spaces) that, although all standard forms of a von
Neumann algebra are unitarily equivalent, it happens that they look quite
different one from another. Therefore, in a general noncommutative setting,
one would like to be able to deal with Markovianity of forms and semi-
groups on every standard form and w.r.t. a general f.n. positive functional.
Classical Markovian semigroups intertwine the potential theory and the
differential geometry of classical topological spaces. We hope that this
work may contribute to a similar investigation of those spaces considered
in Noncommutative Geometry [Con3]. In this spirit we like to mention
two interesting applications of noncommutative Dirichlet forms, namely
those given by Davies [Dav5] and Sauvageot [Sau1]: the first author,
using Connes’ metrics in combination with noncommutative Dirichlet
forms, obtains sharp bounds on heat kernels (of commutative semigroups)
on graphs, while the second constructs the transverse heat semigroup on
the C*-algebra of a Riemannian foliation.
The main results of this paper are based on author’s dissertation [Cip1].
In a companion paper it will be shown how the study of ergodic properties
of noncommutative Markovian semigroups can be approached in the
present setting.
Before reviewing the contents of the paper, we want to point out that in
the present work no effort has been made to formulate a regularity
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condition on quadratic forms which only imply a Feller property (i.e., the
strong continuity of the semigroup on some weakly*-dense sub-C*-algebra
A/M). We just notice that by the Phillips theory [Phi] of the adjoint
semigroup, the strong closure D of the domain of the generator on M
is the maximal subspace on which the semigroup on M is strongly
continuous and that the problem to characterize those forms on L2(M) for
which A/D seems to require a deeper understanding of the connections
between noncommutative Dirichlet forms and the measure theory for
C*-algebras, in the sense of Pedersen [Ped1]. However, in [Cip2], the
present Hilbert space approach has been exploited to find a general
sufficient condition on the domain of the L2-generator which guarantees
the Feller’s property.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 1 we recall the main concepts
and results we use from the theory of standard forms of von Neumann
algebras and their associated noncommutative L p-spaces. In Section 2 we
show the one to one correspondence between symmetric, strongly continuous,
,0 -sub-Markovian semigroups on L2(M) and weakly*-continuous
,0-symmetric sub-Markovian semigroups on M. In Section 3 we construct
some examples and we show how the classical procedure of subordination
can be adapted to construct Markovian semigroups. In Section 4
Markovianity for quadratic forms on ordered Hilbert spaces is introduced
and the above mentioned BeurlingDeny-type criterion is proved. In
Section 5 we give some general criteria for closability and Markovianity of
forms and we construct unbounded Dirichlet forms corresponding to norm
unbounded generators of dynamical semigroups of Lindblad type. In
Section 6 we prove a characterization of strongly continuous, symmetric,
contractive semigroups on real Hilbert spaces which leave invariant a
closed, convex set. It applies directly to prove the characterization in
Section 4 and it applies also to establish two results on essential selfadjointness
of form sums and to prove a characterization of those weakly*-continuous,
,0 -symmetric sub-Markovian semigroups on M which commute with the
modular automorphisms group of ,0 .
1. STANDARD FORMS OF VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS
AND NONCOMMUTATIVE L p-SPACES
The extension of the correspondence between Dirichlet Forms and
Markovian semigroups to the noncommutative setting, which we develop
in this work, relies on the theory of standard forms of von Neumann
algebras and makes use of some results of the theories of noncommutative
Lp-spaces. In this section we briefly summarize some of the main concepts
and results there involved, referring to [Ara1], [Con1], [Haa1], [Bra1],
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[Ioc], [Ara2], [Haa2], [Hil], [Kos], [Nel], [Seg], [Ter1], for detailed
expositions.
We will consider only _-finite von Neumann algebras M: a requirement
which is fulfilled if M acts on a separable Hilbert space and is equivalent
to the existence of a faithful, normal state on M or to the existence of a
cyclic and separating vector in some faithful representation of M.
A selfdual (or selfpolar) cone P in the complex Hilbert space H is a
subset satisfying the property
[! # H : (!, ’)0 \’ # P]=P.
P is then a closed, convex cone and H is the complexification of the real
subspace HJ=: [! # H : (!, ’) # R \’ # P], whose elements are called
J-real: H=HJ iHJ. Such a P gives rise to a structure of ordered
Hilbert space on HJ (denoted by ) and to an antiunitary involution J
on H, which preserves P and HJ : J(!+i’)=: !&i’ for all !, ’ # HJ.
Any J-real element ! # HJ, can be decomposed uniquely as a difference,
!=!+&!&, of two orthogonal, positive elements, called the positive and
the negative part of !: !+ , !& # P, (!+ , !&)=0. The positive part !+
coincides with the projection of ! onto the closed convex subset P of the
Hilbert space HJ, while the negative part !& is the difference !&!+.
The possibility of such a decomposition, called the Jordan decomposition,
characterizes the selfdual, closed convex cones among the closed and
convex ones. Given two J-real elements !1 , !2 # HJ, [!1 , !2] indicates the
order interval [! # HJ : !1!!2].
A standard form (M, H, P, J) of the von Neumann algebra M (acting
faithfully on the Hilbert space H) consists of a selfdual, closed, convex
cone P in H, fulfilling the properties:
(i) JMJ=M$;
(ii) JxJ=x*, \x # Z(M)=: M & M$ (the center of M);
(iii) J!=!, \! # P;
(iv) xJxJ(P)P, \x # M.
(:) This structure generalizes the commutative situation in which M
is the abelian von Neumann algebra L(X, B, +) of (classes of) essentially
bounded functions on a _-finite measured space (X, B, +), which acts on
the Hilbert space L2(X, B, &) of a measure & in the same class of +, and the
selfdual cone P coincides with the cone L2+(X, B, &) of &-a.e. non-negative
functions in L2(X, B, &). The conjugation J is then the pointwise complex
conjugation of functions: Ju=u .
(;) Another example, relevant in the theory of Fourier transformation
on locally compact groups G, is constructed considering the von Neumann
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algebra *(G)" generated by the left regular representation * of G on
L2(G, dx) (dx being a left Haar measure). The involution J is given by
Jf (s)=2&12G (s) f (s
&1) and P is P=[ f V Jf : f # K(G)]& (K(G) denoting
the space of continuous functions with compact support on G) (see [Pen],
[Ter2]). When G is unimodular it coincides with the cone of positive
definite functions on G which are square integrable.
(#) In case M is the algebra B(K) of all bounded operators on the
Hilbert space K, one can choose H to be the space of HilbertSchmidt
operators L2(K) and P to be the cone of non-negative operators L2+(K).
($) When M is finite, a standard form can be constructed in the
Hilbert space H of the GelfandNaima rkSegal representation ? associated
to a faithful, normal, finite trace { on M. If !{ # H is the cyclic and
separating vector representing {, {(x)=(x!{ , !{), the cone is given by P{=
(M+ !{) and the involution by J{(x!{)=x*!{ .
(=) In case of a general _-finite von Neumann algebra M and a
distinguished faithful, normal positive functional ,0 # M* on it, one can use
the TomitaTakesaki theory [Tak] to associate a standard form to M. In
the Hilbert space H of the cyclic representation ?,0 associated to ,0 (we
will identify M with ?,0(M)), one considers the cyclic and separating
vector, !0 # H, which represents the functional, ,0(x)=(x!0 , !0), and
the antilinear involution (x!0)=x*!0 defined on M!0 . This map is not
bounded unless ,0 is a trace. It is, however, always closable, so that one
can consider the polar decomposition of its closure S!0 : S!0=: J!0 2
12
!0
. The
antilinear partial isometry J!0 and the positive operator 2!0 occurring in
the polar decomposition of S!0 are called the modular conjugation and the
modular operator, respectively, associated to ,0 or !0 . The modular auto-
morphism group [_,0t ]t # R of M is given by _
,0
t (x)=2
it
!0
x2&it!0 , x # M, t # R,
and the antilinear isomorphism j: M :  M$ by j(x)=J!0 xJ!0 . The conjuga-
tion J of the standard form is given by J!0 while the cone is identified with
P!0=[xj(x) !0 : x # M]
&. If a standard form (M, H, P, J) is given and a
cyclic vector !0 # P is considered, the standard form constructed from it by
using TomitaTakesaki theory coincides with the original one and in
particular P!0=P, J!0=J. By a general result the positive cone P can
always be obtained as: P=214!0 M+!0 .
One of the basic notions involved in the study of selfdual cones is that
of face F of the cone P, i.e. a convex subcone which is hereditary in the
sense that ! # F, ’ # P and 0’! implies ’ # F. The orthogonal face F=
is then defined as F==[’ # P : (’, !)=0 \! # F]. In the abelian case, for
example, every closed face has the form [u # L2+(X, B, &) : u | B=0] for
some measurable B # B.
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In our approach to noncommutative Dirichlet Forms and associated
Markovian semi-groups, we try to exploit the point of view suggested by
a fundamental result of A. Connes on the characterization of the ordered
vector space structure of a von Neumann algebra. Indeed, it is possible to
characterize von Neumann algebras geometrically, in terms of a closed
convex cone P in a Hilbert space H. Namely, one considers the real,
involutive Lie algebra D(P) of derivations of P : D(P)=: [$ # B(H) :
et$P/P \t # R]. The cone P is called homogeneous if every facial derivation
$F=: PF&PF= (PF being the projection onto the subspace generated by F )
belongs to D(P). The cone P is called oriented if, on the quotient space of
D(P) by its center, a complex structure, compatible with its structure of
involutive Lie algebra can be chosen. A necessary and sufficient condition on
a closed convex cone P in a Hilbert space H for there exists a von Neumann
algebra M such that (M, H, P, J) is a standard form for M, is that P be
selfdual, homogeneous and oriented [Con1].
Let us now introduce the symmetric embeddings among the spaces M, H
and M
*
which will be essential in the next section. Given cyclic and
separating vector !0 # P we will consider the following maps:
(i) i0 : M  H i0(x)=: 214!0 x!0 \x # M
(ii) i0*: H  M* (i0*(!), y)=: (!, 2
14
!0
y*!0) \! # H, y # M
(iii) j0 : M  M* ( j0(x), y)=: ( y2
12
!0
x!0 , !0)=( y!0 , Jx!0) \x, y # M.
Notice that these maps are well defined because M!0 is a core for 2:!0 for
every : # C. In the following we will consider the spaces M, H, M
*
ordered
by the cones M+ , P and M*+
respectively.
Proposition 1.1. The above maps are injective with dense range,
positivity preserving and j0=i0* b i0 . Moreover:
(i) i0 is _(M, M*)&_(H, H)-continuous;
(ii) i0* is _(H, H)&_(M* , M)-continuous;
(iii) j0 is _(M, M*)&_(M* , M)-continuous;
(iv) i0 is an order isomorphism of the selfadjoint part Msa of M, onto
its image i0(Msa)=*0 *[&!0 , !0]: for x, y # Msa , x y iff i0(x)i0( y);
i0 maps the positive cone M+ onto the dense face of P generated by !0 :
i0(M+)=*>0 *[0, !0]; in particular i0 maps [0, 1] onto [0, !0].
Proof. The proof of the statements concerning i0 can be found in
[Bra1, Lemma 2.5.40]. The rest of the proof follows easily noticing that i0
is the map dual to i0* adopting on H the duality ( } , J } ). K
The embedding i0 has already been used in [Con1] while j0 has
been considered in [Kos] and generalized, in [Ter1], to weights. The
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embedding i0 (and analogously for i0* and j0) belongs, for the value :=14
of the parameter, to the family of embeddings i: : M  H i:(x)=2:!0 x!0
: # [0, 12] and this justifies the adjective symmetric adopted above; while
also these other embeddings, share continuity properties analogous to
those satisfied by i0 , they map the cone M+ into the closed, convex cones
V:!0=: 2
:
!0
M+!0. These cones, which are not selfdual, were introduced in
[Ara1] and studied in connection with RadonNikodym type theorems;
they will be used in Theorem 6.6.
We now briefly recall the definition and some of the properties of
noncommutative L p-spaces which will be used in next section.
We adopt the point of view of [Kos] which, applying the complex inter-
polation method to the compatible couple of Banach spaces (M, M
*
)
(the compatibility being understood through the symmetric embedding j0
introduced above), associates to a given standard form (M, H, P, J) and
a faithful, normal, positive functional ,0 # M*+ , a scale of Banach spacesLp(M, 0), p # [1, ], naturally and continuously embedded one into the
other: L p(M, ,0)/Lq(M, ,0) if pq.
These spaces are realized as subspaces of the predual M
*
, so that
L(M, ,0)= j0(M), L1(M, ,0)=M* and they share all the functional-
analytic features of the classical L p-spaces such as the uniform convexity of
Lp(M, ,0) for p # (1, ), duality between L p(M, ,0) and Lq(M, ,0) with
p&1+q&1=1 and Ho lder’s and Clarkson’s inequalities. When applied to
the commutative case (:) seen above, where M=L(X, B, +), ,0=d& and
identifying M
*
with L1(X, B, &), the Kosaki’s method gives L p(M, ,0)=
L p(X, B, h p&1 d+), where h is the RadonNikodym derivative d&d+.
The spaces obtained by the above interpolation method are naturally
isometrically isomorphic to other scales of L p-spaces constructed by other
authors (see [Kos] for the relation with the Haagerup’s L p-spaces and
[Ter1] for the relation with the ConnesHilsum’s spatial realization of the
noncommutative L p-spaces [Con2], [Hil]).
Among the properties of these spaces, we will use in particular the
following ones:
Theorem 1.2 [Kos]. Let (M, H, P, J) be a standard form of M and
let ,0 be a faithful, normal positive functional on M represented by the vector
!0 # P. Then:
(i) the RieszThorin Interpolation theorem holds; in particular, a
linear map T on L1(M, ,0), which maps L(M, ,0) in itself and is bounded
on these spaces
&T!&L p(M , ,0)Mp &!&L p( M , ,0) ! # L
p(M, ,0)
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for some Mp>0 and p=1, , extends continuously to all L p(M, ,0),
p # [1, ], and the following estimates holds:
&T!&L p(M , ,0)M
1&1p
1 M
1p
 &!&Lp(M , ,0) ! # L
p(M, ,0);
(ii) the duality between M and M
*
(through j0) induces a separating
duality between L p(M, ,0) and Lq(M, ,0) for p&1+q&1=1;
(iii) the image of H in L1(M, ,0)=M*, through the embedding i0* ,coincides, with equal norms, with Hilbert space L2(M, ,0) and the following
diagram commute:
M ww
j0 L(M; ,0)
i0 id
H ww
i0* L2(M; ,0)
i0*
id
M
*
ww
idM* L1(M; ,0)
Proof. (i) and (ii) are direct consequences of the complex interpolation
method adopted to generate the L p-spaces and the abstract RieszThorin
interpolation theorem (see [BeL]); (iii) can be proved along the lines of
the proof of the analogous Theorem 3.3 in [Kos]. K
2. SYMMETRIC MARKOVIAN SEMIGROUPS
The main theme of this section is the study if the interplay among
the notions of symmetry and Markovianity, for maps and semigroups on
the spaces M, H and M
*
.
Let M0 /M be the *-subalgebra of the entire analytic elements of the
modular group _,0t associated to the faithful, normal, positive functional ,0
(see [Bra1]).
Here we will only consider linear maps (S, D(S)) on the algebra M
which are real in the sense that the domains D(S) are selfadjoint subspaces
and S(x*)=(Sx)* for all x # D(S).
Definition 2.1. A linear map S defined on a domain D(S)M is said
to be ,0-symmetric if, for all x, y # M0 & D(S), one has
,0(S(x) _,0&i2( y))=,0(_
,0
+i2(x) S( y)). (2.1)
A semigroup [St]t>0 of everywhere defined maps on the von Neumann
algebra M is said to be ,0 -symmetric if St is ,0-symmetric for each t>0.
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In case S commute with the modular group, (2.1) simplifies to
,0(S(x) y)=,0(xS( y)). If the role of S in the left and right hand side of
(2.1) is played by two distinct maps S1 , S2 , one can introduce the notion
of duality between S1 and S2 w.r.t. ,0 and call S1 the KMS-adjoint of S2
w.r.t. ,0 (and vice versa). Although we are not interested in dealing with
non-symmetric cases in this paper, we notice that they are relevant in
connection with the situations of Examples 3.5 and in the theory of optical
communication processes [Ohy, Chapter 8].
Since in this paper we are only concerned with maps S for which M0 & D(S)
is _(M, M
*
)-dense in M, we will assume from now on, without loss of
generality, that M0 D(S). The map (S, D(S)) induces, through the injec-
tions i0 and j0 , two maps on H and M*, with respect to which (2.1) can
alternatively read.
Lemma 2.2. Let us consider a _(M, M)-densely defined map (S, D(S))
on M with M0 D(S). Then the following induced maps on H and M*are densely defined with respect to the norm and the _(M
*
, M) topology,
respectively:
(a) D(T )=i0(D(S)) T b i0=i0 b S
(b) D(S
*
)= j0(D(S)) S* b j0= j0 b S.
Moreover, the map S is ,0 -symmetric if and only if one of the following two
conditions are satisfied:
(i) the map (T, D(T )) is symmetric on the Hilbert space H;
(ii) the maps (S, D(S)) and (S
*
, D(S
*
)) are extensions of the adjoint
(with respect to the duality among M and M
*
) one of the other: (S
*
,, x) =
(,, Sx) for all , # D(S
*
), x # D(S).
Proof. First notice that T and S
*
are unambiguously defined by the
injectivity of i0 and j0 . Since D(S) is _(M, M*)-dense in M and the
injections i0 , j0 are _(M, M*)&_(H, H) and _(M, M*)&_(M*, M)
continuous with dense image, respectively, D(T ) and D(S
*
) are then
densely defined in the suitable topologies. To prove (i) it is enough to
compute, for all x, y # D(S),
,0(S(x) _,0&i2( y))=(S(x) _
,0
&i2( y) !0 , !0)=(S(x) 2
12
!0
y2&12!0 !0 , !0)
=(S(x) 212!0 y!0 , !0)=(2
14
!0
y!0 , 214!0 S(x*) !0)
=(i0( y), i0(S(x*)))=(i0( y), Ti0(x*))
and analogously ,0(_,0+i2(x) S( y))=(Ti0( y), i0(x*)). The proof of (ii)
relies on the definition of S
*
and the following computations, valid for
x, y # D(S);
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,0(S(x) _,0&i2( y))=(i0( y), i0(S(x*)))=(i0*(i0( y)), S(x))
=( j0( y), S(x)) =,0(_,0+i2(x) S( y))
=(i0(Sy), i0(x*))=(i0*(i0(Sy)), x)
=( j0(Sy), x). K
Proposition 2.3. Let us consider a _(M, M
*
)-densely defined, _0-
symmetric map (S, D(S)) on the von Neumann algebra M. Then:
(i) the maps S, T and S
*
are densely defined and closable in the
_(M, M
*
), norm and _(M
*
, M) topologies respectively;
(ii) if S is everywhere defined, D(S)=M, then it is _(M, M
*
)-
continuous (hence norm bounded ), and S
*
is bounded;
(iii) a ,0 -symmetric semigroup [St]t>0 on M induces a semigroup
[St**]t>0 of norm bounded maps on the predual M*; the latter is stronglycontinuous if and only if the form is _(M, M
*
)-continuous.
Proof. (i) The closability of the map T follows from its symmetry,
while for maps S and S
*
it follows from the duality relation established in
the above Lemma 2.2.
(ii) If S is everywhere defined, since it is also closable, it is closed
and then its graph is closed in the _(M, M
*
)-topology; this implies that the
graph is closed in the norm topology of M and that, by the closed graph
Theorem, S is bounded on M. From the duality relation we have that S
*
is bounded and that S is _(M, M
*
)-continuous (see [Ped2]).
(iii) The boundedness of each St* comes from (ii), while the equiv-
alence between the continuity properties of the two semigroups comes from
the duality relation established in Lemma 2.2: (St*,, x)=(,, Stx). K
Next result shows that, for everywhere defined maps S on M, the ,0 -
symmetry (but the existence of a KMS-adjoint would be enough) implies
the boundedness of the induced map T on the Hilbert space H. The result
should be compared with a similar one often used in the literature [Fri],
[Rob], in which the symmetric embedding i0 is replaced by the GNS
embedding x  x!0 . The difference is that in this case to prove T to be
contractive one has to require Markovianity and strong positivity of S.
Proposition 2.4. Let S be an everywhere defined ,0 -symmetric map on
the von Neumann algebra M. Then the induced map T on the Hilbert space
H is bounded with &T&&S&; if [St]t>0 is a ,0 -symmetric, _(M, M*)-continuous semigroup on M, then the induced symmetric semigroup [Tt]t>0
(Tt b i0=i0 b St) on the Hilbert space H is strongly continuous. In particular
if [St]t>0 is a contraction semigroup, then also [Tt]t>0 it is.
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Proof. By Proposition 2.3(ii), S and S
*
are bounded; an application of
Kosaki’s interpolation theorem [Kos] (see also Section 1), gives the boun-
dedness of T. Let us consider now the semigroup [St]t>0 on M and the
induced semigroup [Tt]t>0 on the Hilbert space H defined by Tt b i0=
i0 b St . By a classical result the strong continuity of [Tt]t>0 will follow
automatically from the weak continuity, which we prove below. For !, ’ # H
let us consider the functions g!, ’ : R+  C defined by g!, ’(t)=(Tt!, ’). In
case !=i0(x), ’=i0( y) # i0(M) we have g!, ’(t)=((i0 b St)(x), i0( y))=
( ( j0 b St)(x), y*)=(S*t( j0(x)), y*) =( j0(x), St( y*)) and the continuity
of g!, ’ in t=0 follows from the _(M, M*)-continuity of [St]t>0. Since[St]t>0 has been assumed to be _(M, M*)-continuous, by a classical
result, there exist constants M1 and ;inft>0(t&1 log &St&) such that
&Tt &&St&Me;t. This estimate, the density of i0(M) in H and the
symmetry of Tt easily imply that g!, ’ tends to g!0, ’0 uniformly over
compact subsets of [0, ), as !  !0 , ’  ’0 ; this shows the continuity of
g!, ’ for every !, ’ # H and concludes the proof of the theorem. K
We have seen above the consequences of the ,0 -symmetry on the
continuity properties of the involved maps on the algebra M, the Hilbert
space H and the predual M
*
. We introduce now (Definitions 2.5, 2.7, 2.8
below), for maps and semigroups, positivity preserving, sub-Markovianity
and Markovianity, properties directly related to the order structures of
these spaces.
Definition 2.5. A linear map S : M  M is said to be real if S(x*)=
(Sx)* for every x # M, positivity preserving if Sx # M+ for every x # M+ ,
sub-Markovian (resp. Markovian) if 0Sx1 for every 0x1 (resp. S
is positivity preserving and S1=1). A semigroup [St]t>0 of everywhere
defined linear maps on M is said to be positivity preserving (resp. sub-
Markovian, Markovian) if St is positivity preserving (resp. sub-Markovian,
Markovian) for every t greater than zero. An operator S : M
*
 M
*
is
positivity preserving if S, # M
*+
for every , # M
*+
. It is said to be sub-
Markovian (resp. Markovian), with respect to the state ,0 , if it is positive
preserving and S,0,0 (resp. S,0=,0), with respect to the order in M*
given by M
*+
. A semigroup of bounded operators [St*]t>0 on M* is said
to be positivity preserving (resp. sub-Markovian, Markovian) if St* is
positivity preserving (resp. sub-Markovian, Markovian) for every t greater
than zero.
Proposition 2.6. (i) A sub-Markovian semigroup [St]t>0 on the von
Neumann algebra M is a contraction semigroup. Moreover, if it is positivity
preserving, in order to be contractive is necessarily and sufficient to be sub-
Markovian; (ii) a ,0 -symmetric semigroup [St]t>0 , on the von Neumann
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algebra M, is positivity preserving, sub-Markovian or Markovian if and only
if the semigroup [St*]t>0 , induced on the predual M* as in Proposition 2.3,shares the same properties.
Proof. It is sufficient to prove both statements considering just one
single map S. (i) By the RussoDye theorem (see for example [Gar]) and
the boundedness of the map S, it sufficient to prove the contractivity of S
on the convex hull of the set of unitary elements of M. Let x # M be an
element of the unit ball of M, which is a convex combination of the
family of unitaries [ui]ni=1 # M : x=
n
i=1 *iui for some *i0 such that
ni=1 *i=1. By the KadisonSchwartz inequality we have
&S(x)& :
n
i=1
*i &S(ui)&= :
n
i=1
*i &S(ui)* S(ui)&12
 :
n
i=1
*i &S(ui*ui)&12= :
n
i=1
*i &S1&12,
and then &S(x)&1. (ii) follows directly from the properties of the
embedding j0 . K
Definition 2.7. A bounded operator A in H is J-real if AJ=JA and
positivity preserving if A(P)P. The semigroup [Tt]t>0 is said to be
J-real if Tt is J-real \t>0 and it is called positivity preserving if Tt is
positivity preserving \t>0.
Notice that, by the Jordan decomposition H=HJ iHJ, where HJ#
P&P=[! # H : J!=!] is the real part of H, an operator or a semigroup
which positive preserving is in particular J-real.
Let us fix now a faithful normal state ,0 # M*
+ or, equivalently, a cyclic
vector !0 # P which represents ,0: ,0( } )=( } !0 ; !0). Notice that in this
case !0 is also separating for M.
For !1 , !2 # P we denote by [!1 ; !2] the order interval [! # P :
!1!!2] induced by the partial order in HJ associated to P.
Definition 2.8. A bounded operator A : H  H is called sub-Markovian
(with respect to !0 or ,0) if it leaves invariant the interval [0 ; !0]
0!!0 implies 0A!!0 .
A will be called Markovian if it is sub-Markovian and also A!0=!0 .
A semigroup [Tt]t>0 is said to be sub-Markovian (w.r.t. !0 or ,0) if Tt is
sub-Markovian for every t>0. Finally, the semigroup [Tt]t>0 will be
called Markovian if Tt is Markovian for every t>0 or in other words if
Tt !0=!0 \t>0.
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Notice that, in the above definition, a sub-Markovian map, or semigroup,
is not required to be contractive. We will see later on in Corollary 2.13 that
this property will follow automatically if symmetry is assumed.
Lemma 2.9. A bounded operator A : H  H is sub-Markovian if and
only if A is positivity preserving and A!0!0 and it is Markovian if and only
if it is positivity preserving and A!0=!0 . A vector !0 with the property
A!0!0 will be called excessive with respect to the map A.
Proof. It is of course enough to prove only the result concerning sub-
Markovianity. Since !0 is positive (!0 # P), we have that 0!0!0 implies
0A!0!0 . The positivity preserving property of A follows easily from
the boundedness of A and the density of *>0 *[0; !0] in P (which is
equivalent to the cyclicity of !0 # P). To prove the converse consider an
element ! # P such that 0!!0 . Since A is positivity preserving we have
0A!A!0 . But A!0!0 by assumption and so A is Markovian. K
Thus, by the above lemma, a semigroup [Tt]t>0 of bounded maps is
sub-Markovian w.r.t. !0 if and only if it is positivity preserving and !0 is
excessive with respect to [Tt]t>0: Tt !0!0 \t>0.
It is clear that in the abelian case, where the algebra L(X, B, +) acts on
the space L2(X, B, &) (see Section 1 ((:)), our Definition 2.7 reduces to
the classical one ([Fuk]). When +(X ) is finite and we choose as cyclic
vector !0 the constant function 1 # L2+(X, B, &), it is easy to see that also
Definition 2.8 reduces to the classical case.
However, also in the commutative situation, Definition 2.8 generalizes the
notion of sub-Markovianity and can be used to apply the forthcoming results
(notably Theorem 2.14) to more general semigroups.
(While preparing this paper, the author has been informed by S.
Albeverio that, in the commutative case, consequences of Definition 2.8
have been investigated in [Ma2]).
Example 2.10. An interesting example is the semigroup on L2(R3, M, dx)
whose generator is a suitable selfadjoint realization of the Schro dinger
operator &2+$0 with Dirac-measure-like potential at the origin of R3.
This semigroup is positivity-preserving, strongly continuous, symmetric
and contractive on L2, but is not sub-Markovian in the classical sense (in
fact it is not even bounded on L (see [Alb1]). However the function
!0(x)=e&&x&&x& in L2 is 0-excessive and so the semigroup is
sub-Markovian according to Definition 2.8.
Theorem 2.11. Let [St]t>0 be a ,0-symmetric, _(M, M*)-continuoussub-Markovian (resp. Markovian) semigroup on M. Then the interpolating
strongly-continuous, symmetric semigroup [Tt]t>0 induced on H, as in
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Proposition 2.4, is a contraction semigroup which is also sub-Markovian
(resp. Markovian).
Proof. The result immediately follows by the very definition of the maps
Tt (see Lemma 2.2(a) or Proposition 2.4) and the fact that the embedding
i0 is an order preserving bijection of M onto its image i0(M)/H. K
While the above theorem can be used to study the L2-properties of a
given sub-Markovian semigroup on M, symmetric w.r.t. some f.n. positive
functional ,0 , next result shows that one can also consider the opposite
point of view. Namely, it is possible to construct a ,0-symmetric, _(M, M*)-
continuous sub-Markovian semigroup on the von Neumann algebra M
from a given symmetric, strongly continuous sub-Markovian semigroup on
the Hilbert space H.
Theorem 2.12. Let ,0 be a faithful, normal, positive functional on the
von Neumann algebra M and !0 the unique cyclic vector in P representing
it. Let [Tt]t>0 be a strongly continuous, symmetric, sub-Markovian semigroup
in H with respect to !0 . Define the maps St on M by:
St : M  M i0 b St #Tt b i0 .
Then [St]t>0 is a _(M ; M*)-continuous, ,0-symmetric, sub-Markovian semi-group. The associated _(M
*
; M)-continuous, sub-Markovian semigroup on
M
*
[St*t>0 (by Proposition 2.3 (iii)) satisfies the equation:
i0* b Tt=St* b i0* .
The above properties also holds if Markovianity is considered instead of
sub-Markovianity.
Proof. Let us start considering just one single map (T on H and S on
M) in the semigroups under consideration.
Since i0(Msa)=*>0 *[&!0 , !0] and since T is sub-Markovian, we have
T(i0(Msa)) .
*>0
*T[&!0 , !0] .
*>0
*[&!0 , !0]=i0(Msa).
Then S is well defined, since i0 is injective. Moreover S is positivity
preserving because i0 is an order preserving isomorphism between Msa and
i0(Msa)H< and, in particular x # M+ if and only if i0(x) # P. By the
sub-Markovianity of T and the property i0(1)=!0 we have
i0(S(1))=T(i0(1))=T(!0)!0 ,
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which, together with the injectivity of i0 , implies the sub-Markovianity of
S : S11. The very definition of S, the symmetry of T and Lemma 2.2(i)
imply that S is an everywhere defined, ,0-symmetric map in the sense
of Definition 2.1. Applying Proposition 2.3(ii) we conclude that S is
_(M, M
*
)-continuous.
It is easily seen that the semigroup structure of [Tt]t>0 easily induces
an analogous structure on [St]t>0 , so that, by the above arguments,
[St]t>0 is a well defined semigroup of everywhere defined, ,0-symmetric,
sub-Markovian maps on M, which are also _(M, M
*
)-continuous.
To prove the _(M, M
*
)-continuity of this semigroup we have to prove
the continuity of the set of functions defined, for fixed | # M
*
, x # M, as
g|, x : R+  R g|, x(t)#|(St(x)) t # R+.
Since every element in M
*
is a linear combination of four elements in
M
*+
, it is enough to deal with | # M
*+
. Let us consider now the set of
positive normal functionals
G
*
#[|! # M*: ! # M$!0],
where |! represents the functional on M corresponding to the vector
! : |!( } )#( } ! ; !). Since !0 is separating for M it is also cyclic for M$, i.e.
M$!0 is norm dense in H. Noticing that every | # M*+ is of the form|!=( } !, !) for some ! # P we can concludes by the inequality &|!&|’&M
&!&’& }&!+’&, that G
*
is norm dense in M
*+
. If |=|! # G* with!= y$!0 for some y$ # M$, noticing that M$!0 /Dom(2&14!0 ), the
continuity of g|!, x follows from the representation
g|! , x(t)=(St(x) !, !)=(St(x) y$!0 , y$!0)
=(St(x) !0 , y$*y$!0)=(214!0 St(x) !0 , 2
&14
!0
y$*y$!0)
=(i0(St(x)), 2&14!0 y$*y$!0)=(Tt(i0(x)), 2
&14
!0
y$*y$!0)
and the strong continuity of the semigroup [Tt]t>0 on H. For generic
elements | # M
*+
and |! # G* the following estimate holds:
| g|, x(t)& g|, x(0)|
| g|, x(t)& g|! , x(t)|+| g|! , x(t)& g|! , x(0)|+| g|! , x(0)& g|, x(0)|
|(|&|!)(St(x))|+||!(Tt(x)&x)|+|(|&|!)(x)|.
We have already seen that the second term in the last line of the above
inequality tends to zero as t  0. The norm density of G
*
in M
*+
implies
that the third term is arbitrarily small for a suitable choice of ! # G
*
. The
sub-Markovianity of the map St implies its contractivity (Proposition 2.6)
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and also an upper bound on &St(x)&, uniform in t # R+ . This and the same
density property used above imply that also the first term is arbitrarily
small, uniformly for t # R+ . The relation between [Tt]t>0 and [St*]t>0
derives from the definition St* (see Lemma 2.2). K
Corollary 2.13. Let (M, H, P, J) be a standard form of the von
Neumann algebra M and ,0 faithful, normal, positive functional on M. A
strongly continuous, symmetric semigroup [Tt]t>0 on H which is sub-
Markovian with respect to ,0 is automatically contractive.
Proof. By Theorem 2.12, [Tt]t>0 induces on M a sub-Markovian
semigroup, which, by Proposition 2.6(i), is contractive. Proposition 2.4
then implies that [Tt]t>0 is also contractive. K
Next theorem will show how a sub-Markovian semigroup on the Hilbert
space H induces a coherent family of strongly continuous semigroups on
the spaces L p(M, ,0). Let us consider a semigroup [Tt]t>0 on the Hilbert
space H of the standard form M, sub-Markovian with respect to the
positive, faithful, normal functional ,0 # M*+ (i.e. with respect to the cyclic
and separating vector !0 # P representing ,0).
By Theorem 2.12, this semigroup induces sub-Markovian semigroups
[St]t>0 and [St*]t>0 on the algebra M and on the predual M*. The
horizontal arrows j0 , i0* , idM* in the diagram of Theorem 1.3 of Section
1, allow us to construct semigroups [T (2)t ]t>0 , [T
(1)
t ]t>0 , [T
()
t ]t>0 on
the spaces L2(M, ,0), L(M, ,0), L1(M, ,0). The commutativity of the
diagram implies that these three semigroups form a coherent family, in the
sense that T ()t is the restriction of T
(2)
t , which is the restriction of T
(1)
t , for
all t>0. Since j0 , i0* , idM* are isometric isomorphisms, [T
()
t ]t>0 is
_(L(M, ,0), L1(M, ,0))-continuous, while [T (2)t ]t>0 and [T
(1)
t ]t>0 are
strongly-continuous.
Theorem 2.14. Let [Tt]t>0 be a strongly continuous, symmetric semi-
group on the Hilbert space H of the standard form (M, H, P, J), which is
sub-Markovian with respect to !0 # H. Then there exists a coherent family
of strongly continuous, contraction semigroups [T ( p)t ]t>0 , p # [1, ], acting
on the spaces L p(M, ,0), which for the values p=1, 2,  reduce to those
constructed above by Theorem 1.3. For p # (1, ), these interpolating semi-
groups are strongly continuous. Moreover, for p # [1, ), the dual semigroup
[T ( p) Vt ]t>0 coincides with [T
(q)
t ]t>0 , p
&1+q&1=1.
Proof. Since the contraction semigroup [T (1)t ]t>0 on L
1(M, ,0)
reduces on L(M, ,0) to the contraction semigroup [T ()t ]t>0 , applying
the noncommutative RieszThorin interpolation theorem ([Kos, Theorem
1.2]) we obtain the family of contractions semigroups [T ( p)t ]t>0 on the
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spaces L p(M, ,0) p # [1, ]. Since, by Theorem 1.2, Lq(M, ,0) is the dual
of L p(M, ,0) for p # (1, ), [T (q)t ]t>0 is the dual of [T
( p)
t ]t>0 . Because of
this duality relation it is sufficient to prove the strong continuity only
for p # [2, ), moreover it is obviously sufficient to consider the case
&,0&M*=,0(1)=1. Finally, the strong continuity of [T
(2)
t ]t>0 implies, for
p2 and ! # L p(M ; ,0),
lim
t  0
&T ( p)t !&!&plim
t  0
&T ( p)t !&!&2=lim
t  0
&T (2)t !&!&2=0. K
We conclude this section showing how properties like J-reality, positivity
preserving and Markovianity of a semigroup can be equivalently read
on the corresponding resolvent. The result will be used repeatedly in
Section 4.
Let [Tt]t>0 be a strongly continuous, symmetric semigroup on H such
that &Tt &e;t for all t>0 and some ; # R. Let us denote by [R*]*>; the
associated strongly continuous, symmetric resolvent. The latter is said to
be J-real (resp. positivity preserving, sub-Markovian or Markovian) if, for
all *>;, *R* is J-real (resp. positivity preserving, sub-Markovian or
Markovian).
Proposition 2.15. [Tt]t>0 is J-real (resp. positivity preserving, sub-
Markovian, Markovian) iff the corresponding resolvent [R*]*>; is J-real
(resp. positivity preserving, sub-Markovian, Markovian).
Proof. Noticing that *e&*t } dt is a probability measure on [0, +) for
all *>0, the representations *R*=* 0 e
&t*Tt dt, Tt=limn  ((nt) Rnt)n
(*>;, t>0), clearly imply that Tt leaves invariant a closed convex set Q
in H iff this set is left invariant by *R* . The proposition is then proved
considering Q equal to HJ, P, !0&P or [!0]. K
3. CONSTRUCTIONS OF MARKOVIAN SEMIGROUPS
In this section we describe some example of positivity preserving and
sub-Markovian semigroups.
A first set of examples can be constructed considering the well known
procedure called subordination of groups and semigroups (see [Dav2,
Chapter 2, Section 4]). In the following [+t]t>0 will denote on a symmetric,
convolution semigroup of probabilities on the locally compact abelian group
G. This means a family of probability Borel measures such that ($e being
the Dirac measure at the origin e # G):
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(i) +t V +s=+t+s \t, s>0;
(ii) limt  0 +t=$e vaguely;
(iii) +t(E&1)=+t(E) for every EG measurable and t>0.
Well known examples of these objects are, on G=R, the following:
(:) Brownian (or Gaussian) semigroup +t(ds)=(4?t)&12 } e&s
24t } ds;
(;) Cauchy semigroup +t(ds)=(t?) } (t2+s2)&1 } ds;
(#) +t(E)=t(4?s3)12 } E & [0, +) e
&t 24s } ds ER measurable.
Proposition 3.1. Let U : G  B(H) be a strongly continuous, unitary
representation of G. Suppose that U leaves P invariant: U(g) PP for all
g # G. Then the subordinated semigroup [Tt]t>0, defined by
Tt !#|
G
+t(dg) U(g) ! (3.1)
is strongly continuous, symmetric, contractive and positivity preserving. If
moreover there exist a cyclic vector !0 # P which is invariant under U, then
[Tt]t>0 is Markovian with respect to !0 .
Proof. The positivity preserving and Markovianity properties can be
proved reasoning as in Proposition 2.15. The other statements are classical
results. K
Using convolution semigroups of probabilities supported by [0, +)
(as for example in item #) above-one can easily modify the proof of
Proposition 3.1 to get new positivity preserving or sub-Markovian semi-
groups subordinated to others positivity preserving or sub-Markovian
semigroups. We prefer instead to show some application of Proposition 3.1.
Example 3.2. Let G be a locally compact, abelian group and [M, G, :]
a W*-dynamical system (i.e. : is weakly-continuous representation of G in
the automorphism group of M; see [Bra1]). By a fundamental property of
standard forms ([Bra1, Corollary 2.5.32]) there exist a unique strongly
continuous, unitary implementation of : (or a covariant representation of
the W*-dynamical system), :g(x)=U(g) xU(g)*, such that U is a strongly
continuous representation of G on H which commutes with J and leaves
the natural cone P invariant. By Proposition 3.1, fixing a symmetric,
convolution semigroup of probabilities on G, we have that (3.1) defines a
strongly continuous, symmetric, contractive, positivity preserving semigroup.
By Theorem 2.5.31 and Corollary 2.5.32b) in [Bra1], this semigroup is also
Markovian with respect to each :-invariant, normal, positive functional
, # M
*
.
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Example 3.3. As special case of the above situation one can consider
a distinguished f.n. weight , on M. The TomitaTakesaki theory associates
to , the cyclic representation ?, : M  B(H,), the modular operators 2,
and J, and the standard form (?,(M) ; H, ; J, ; P,). Notice that since , is
faithful, ?, is faithful too and ?,(M) can be identified with M through. As
a W*-dynamical system one can then consider the modular automorphism
group associated to , : _,t (x)#2it, x2&it, . Introducing the so called
modular hamiltonian H,=: log 2, and choosing, for example the Gaussian
convolution semigroup one obtain that
Tt=e&(t2) H
2
,
is a strongly continuous, symmetric, contractive, positive preserving semi-
group on H, . The semigroup is clearly Markovian with respect to each
normal, positive functional  on M which is _,t invariant. In this case
the Markovian semigroup St induced on M by Theorem 2.12 commutes
with _,t .
Example 3.4 (Fourier transform of the heat semigroup). The Plancherel
Fourier transformation of the heat semigroup in L2(Rn, m) is the
semigroup of pointwise multiplication by the functions e&t, where
(x)=|x| 2, x # Rn : Tt f =e&tf, f # L2(Rn, m). Since e&t | } |
2
is positive
definite, it is easy to see, using for example Fourier transform, that Tt f is
positive defined too. The PlancherelFourier transform of the heat semigroup is
then a strongly continuous, symmetric, contractive, positive preserving semi-
group with respect to the standard form of the left von Neumann algebra
*(Rn)".
Example 3.5 (Semigroups generated by the length function on discrete
groups and the Quantum Brownian Motion semigroup). The above con-
struction can be generalized to all unimodular, locally compact groups G,
by considering a continuous, conditionally positive definite function  on
G such that (e)0 and defining Tt f =: e&tf, f # L2(G, dx) (dx being a
Haar measure). If  is real, [Tt]t>0 is a symmetric, strongly continuous,
contractive positivity preserving semigroup; a class of examples can be
constructed considering as  a power of the distance function from the unit
of G w.r.t. a given invariant metric.
When G is discrete and finitely generated one can considers as  the
length function with respect to a system of generators. The analytic proper-
ties of these semigroups are deeply connected with the properties of the
group G and are investigated in [Sau2]. If  is not real, [Tt]t>0 is no
more symmetric but nevertheless positivity preserving. A distinguished
example of the latter situation is the semigroup of the Quantum Brownian
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Motion, which corresponds to the Heisenberg group Hn=: Cn_R and
to the function (z, {)=|z| 2+i{. The induced semigroup on the von
Neumann algebra of the regular left representation *(Hn)" is investigated in
detail in [Bia].
4. DIRICHLET FORMS AND MARKOVIAN SEMIGROUPS
In this section we give a characterization of positivity-preserving and
sub-Markovian semigroups (Theorem 4.7 and Theorem 4.11), in terms of
the contraction properties of their associated quadratic forms. It is an
extension of the well known BeurlingDeny characterization and it is based
on the geometric properties of projections onto closed, convex sets in
Hilbert spaces.
We point out that Theorem 4.11 is a particular case of Theorem 6.1 in
Section 6 where we characterize those symmetric, strongly continuous
semigroups which leave invariant a closed, convex set in a real Hilbert
space.
Consider a complex valued, sesquilinear form (linear in the left entry),
defined on some linear submanifold of the complex Hilbert space H :
E ( } , } ): D(E)_D(E)  C. Equivalently we will consider the associated,
complex valued, quadratic form: E[ } ]: D(E)  C E[!]=: E(!, !) \! # D(E).
The polarization identity, E (!, ’)= 14 [E[!+’]&E[!&’]+iE[!+i’]&
iE[!&i’]], allows us to reconstruct the sesquilinear form E ( } , } ) from the
quadratic form E[ } ]. It also shows that E[ } ] is R-valued if and only if
E ( } , } ) is hermitian: E(!, ’)=E (’, !) for all !, ’ # D(E).
The R-valued quadratic form E[ } ] is semibounded if &;=: inf[E[!]:
! # D(E), &!&=1]>&. In this case &; is called the lower bound of
E[ } ] and the form is non-negative if &;0.
Definition 4.1. The quadratic form (E[ } ], D(E)) is said to be J-real if
JD(E)D(E) and E[J!]=E[!] for all ! # D(E).
Notice that, due to the property J2=J, the J-invariance of a linear
manifold D, J(D)D, is equivalent to J(D)=D. The J-invariance of the
domain means that D(E) contains the J-real and J-imaginary parts of its
elements and that D(E)=D(E)J+iD(E)J where D(E)=: D(E) & HJ.
The polarization identity shows that E[ } ] is J-real if and only if D(E) is
J-invariant and the sesquilinear form E ( } , } ) is R-valued on D(E)J_D(E)J
or, equivalently, E (J!, J’)=E (!, ’)=E (’, !) for all !, ’ # D(E).
Unless explicitly stated, since now on we will consider only J-real,
R-valued, densely defined quadratic forms.
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It is easy to see that these forms satisfy the relation: E[!+i’]=E[!]+
E[’] for all !+i’ # D(E)J+iD(E)J=D(E). This shows in particular that
a J-real, R-valued quadratic form E[ } ] is semibounded or non-negative, if
and only if it satisfies these properties on the J-real part of its domain
D(E)J.
On the complex linear space D(E), one considers the inner products
given by (!, ’)*=: E (!, ’)+*(!, ’), for *>;. The associated norms
&!&2*=: (!, !)* are clearly all equivalent. The form E is closed if D(E) is an
Hilbert space for some (and equivalently all) of the above norms. The form
is closable if the identity map from D(E) to H extends injectively to the
Hilbert space completion of D(E) with respect to & }&* . This turns out to
be equivalent to say that E[ } ] admits a closed extension. The minimal
closed extension is the closure of E and is denoted by (E , D(E )). A form
core is by definition a linear submanifold DD(E) which is dense in D(E)
with respect to & }&* .
As usual, since no confusion can occurs, we will not distinguish between
the function E[ } ] defined on D(E) and the function E$ : H  (&, +]
defined as follows: E$[!]=E[!] if ! # D(E) and E$[!]=+ otherwise.
In terms of this map one can see that the form is closed iff E$ is lower semi-
continuous (l.s.c. for short) and closable if E$ admits a l.s.c. extension. D(E)
thus coincides with [! # H : E$[!]<].
Associated to a closed form E with lower bound &;, there are a self-
adjoint operator (H, D(H )) (with &;=inf _(H )), a strongly continuous,
symmetric semigroup [Tt]t0 (with &Tt &e;t, ;=inft>0(t&1 log &Tt &))
and a strongly continuous, symmetric resolvent [R*]*>; , defined as follows:
Tt=e&tH, R*=(*+H)&1 (*>;, t>0).
Each of the above objects determines uniquely the others according to
well known relations (see [Dav2, Chapters 1, 2], [Bra1, 3.1], [Fuk,
Section 1.3]). We will use in particular the following:
(1) R*=0 e
&t* Tt dt, Tt=limn  ((nt) Rnt)n, (*>;, t>0);
(2) R* is the adjoint of the identity map between the spaces (D(E),
& }&*) and (H, & }&);
(3) E[!]=limt  0 E(t)[!] D(E)=[! # H : limt  0 E(t)[!]<],
where E(t)[!]=t&1(!&Tt !, !), t>0;
(4) H!=limt  0 t&1(!&Tt!) D(H)=[! # H : limt  0 t&1 (!&Tt!) # H];
Lemma 4.2. Let (E, D(E)) be a closed form on H with lower bound
&; # R. Then the following properties are equivalent: (i) E is J-real; (ii) H
is J-real; (iii) [Tt]t0 is J-real; (iv) [R*]*; is J-real. The proof follows
immediately from the above relations.
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To motivate the introduction of the tools needed to characterize, in
our noncommutative setting, quadratic forms associated to positivity-
preserving and sub-Markovian semigroups, we now go back, for a
moment, to the commutative situation, considering, on the space
L2(X, B, &), a strongly continuous, symmetric semigroup [Tt]t0 , carrying
R-valued functions to R-valued functions, and the associated quadratic
form (E, D(E)). The first criterion due to Beurling and Deny (see [Beu],
[Dav3, Theorem 1.3.2]), establishes that [Tt]t0 is positivity preserving if
and only if the following condition holds true where u 6 0=: sup (u, 0),
u7 0=: inf(u, 0):
u # D(E) & L2R (X, B, &) O u 60, u 70 # D(E), E (u6 0, u 7 0)0. (4.1)
The second BeurlingDeny criterion (see [Dav3, Theorem 1.3.2]) charac-
terizes the sub-Markovian, strongly continuous, symmetric semigroups as
those for which
u # D(E) & L2R (X, B, &) O u 7 1 # D(E), E[u 7 1]E[u], (4.2)
where u 7 1=: inf(u, 1).
To generalize the above characterization to the noncommutative setting,
where, essentially, the ordered Hilbert space (L2, L2+) is replaced by the
ordered Hilbert space (H, P), one could be tempted to substitute 1 with
a strictly positive vector, i.e. a weak order unit !0 # P (by definition, a
positive vector such that the closed face generated by it coincide with P)
and consider, for ! # D(E)J, the elements sup (!, 0), inf(!, 0) and inf(!, !0).
However, while (L2, L2+) is a Riesz space (i.e. a vector lattice: inf(u, v) and
sup (u, v) always exist for any u, v # L2R ) this is not true for an Hilbert space
H ordered by a generic selfdual cone P. Moreover the Riesz property is
characteristic of the abelian situation: (H, P) is a Riesz space if and only
if it is of the form (L2, L2+) (for some measure space (X, B, &)) ([Ioc, Prop.
1.3.2]).
To overcome these difficulties one can notice that, in the commutative
case, the function sup (u, 0) is the projection of u onto the closed, convex
cone L2+ , inf(u, 0)=u&sup (u, 0) and inf(u, 1) is the projection of the
vector u onto the closed, convex cone 1&L2+.
Then, although (H, P) is not in general a Riesz space, projections onto the
closed convex sets, like P, can nevertheless be defined and most of the results
derive just from the geometric properties of this operations (see in particular
Theorems 4.7 and 4.11 and Theorems 6.1 and 6.2). Moreover, when a selfdual
cone P supports a standard form representation of a von Neumann algebra
M, a vector !0 # P is a weak order unit iff it is cyclic for M (see [Con1],
[Ioc]).
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We conclude this introduction noticing that the results of this section,
being based only on the properties of the ordered Hilbert space (H, P) are
applicable to situations more general than that of (standard forms of) von
Neumann algebras, as for example (standard forms of) Jordan-Banach-
W*-algebras (see [Ioc]).
Definition 4.3. Let us denote by Proj(!, Q) the projection of the
vector ! # HJ onto the closed, convex cone Q/HJ. Then define, for
!, ’ # HJ,
! 6’=: Proj(!, ’+P)
! 7’=: Proj(!, ’&P).
Lemma 4.4. Let us fix the elements !, ’ # HJ. The following properties
hold true:
(i) if sup (!, ’) (resp. inf(!, ’)) exists then sup (!, ’)=!6 ’ (resp.
!7 ’);
(ii) !6 0=!+ and ! 70=&!&;
(iii) !6 ’=’+(!&’)+ and ! 7 ’=’&(!&’)& ;
(iv) !6 ’=’ 6 ! and ! 7 ’=’ 7 !;
(v) !6 ’+! 7 ’=!+’ and ! 6 ’&! 7’=|!&’|;
(vi) &! 6 ’&2+&! 7 ’&2=&!&2+&’&2.
Proof. (i) see [Ioc, Lemma 1.3.1]; (ii) follows by definition; (iii) the
very definition of the positive part ( } )+ of a J-real vector implies: &!&(’+
(!&’)+)&=&(!&’)&(!&’)+&&(!&’)&‘&=&!&(’+‘)& for all
‘ # P so that &!&(’+(!&’)+)&&!&‘& for all ‘ # ’+P and then
’+(!&’)+ coincides with Proj(!, ’+P); the second identity follows
likewise; (iv) the first identity follows from (iii): ! 6 ’&’ 6 !=
’+(!&’)+&!&(’&!)+=’&!+(’&!)&&(’&!)+=’&!&(’&!)
=0; the second identity follows similarly; (v) follows immediately from
(iii); (vi) follows from (v) and the parallelogram identity,
&!&2+&’&2= 12 (&!+’&
2+&!&’&2)
= 12 (&!+’&
2+& |!&’| &2)
=&! 6 &&2+&! 7’&2. K
Recall we consider J-real, R-valued, densely defined quadratic forms.
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Proposition 4.5. (a) The following properties are equivalent and if
they hold true the quadratic form E is non-negative if and only if it is
non-negative on D(E) & P:
(i) ! # D(E)J implies |!| # D(E) and E[ |!|]E[!];
(ii) ! # D(E)J implies !\ # D(E) and E (!+ , !&)0;
(iii) ! 6 ’, ! 7 ’ # D(E) and E[! 6 ’]+E[! 7 ’]E[!]+E[’]
for all !, ’ # D(E)J.
(b) The following properties are also equivalent:
(iv) E[ } ]0 and ! # D(E)J implies !\ # D(E), E (!+ , !&)0;
(v) ! # D(E)J implies !+ # D(E) and E[!+]E[!].
Proof. If !=!+&!& is the Jordan decomposition of a vector ! # D(E)J
then, by definition, |!|=!++!&, so that |!| # D(E) if and only if
!+ # D(E) (in which case also !& # D(E)). The equivalence between (i)
and (ii) the follows from
E[ |!|]&E[!]=E[!++!&]&E[!+&!&]=4E (!+ , !&).
Since, for ! # D(E)J, one has
E[!]=E[!+]+E[!&]&2E (!+!&)E[!+]+E[!&]
it is easy to see that E is non-negative if and only if E[!]0 \! #
D(E) & P and that (iv) implies (v). Assuming (iii) and letting ’=0 we get
!+ , !& # D(E) and also, from the identity E[!]&(E[!+]+E[!&])
=&2E (!+, !&), that (ii) is verified; assume now (i) and let us consider
!, ’ # D(E)J; by point (iii) of the previous Lemma is easily seen that ! 6 ’,
!7 ’ # D(E); since E[ } ] is a quadratic form we have the identity E[!]+
E[’]= 12 (E[!+’]+E[!&’]), which together with the estimate in (i)
and identities in (v) of the previous Lemma, gives
E[!]+E[’]= 12 (E[!+’]+E[!&’])
1
2(E[!+’]+E[|!&’]| )
= 12 (E[! 6 ’+! 7 ’]+E[! 6 ’&! 7 ’])
=E[! 6 ’]+E[! 7 ’].
Let us now assume (v) and consider a vector ’ # D(E)J and its Jordan
decomposition ’=’+&’& . The vectors !=’+&*’& then belong to
D(E)J for all *>0 and their positive and negative parts are clearly given
by !+=’+ , !&=*’&. By the assumption we have E[!+]E[!], i.e.
E[’+]E[’]=E[’+]+*2E[’&]&2*E (’+, ’&) and, for all *>0,
0*E[’&]&2E (’+ , ’&).
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Letting *  0 we get E (’+ , ’&)0 while considering *  + we get also
E[’&]0. This, using the first part of the proposition, concludes the
equivalence (iv)  (v). K
Lemma 4.6. Let T : H  H be a bounded, symmetric, positivity preserving
operator. Let us denote by ET the bounded form of the operator
I&T : ET[!]=: (! | !&T!) ! # H. Then:
(i) ET[|!|]ET[!] ! # H;
(ii) T is a contraction iff ET[!+]ET[!] for every ! # HJ.
Proof. Since T is positive preserving, the following identity easily
implies (i):
ET[!+&!&]&ET[!++!&]=4(!+ | T!&)&4(!+ | !&)=4(!+ | T!&).
(ii) Since T is positivity preserving, if it is also a contraction, then ET[ } ]
is non-negative on P; by Proposition 4.5 we get ET[!+]ET[!]. Vice
versa, if ET[!+]ET[!] holds true, again by Proposition 4.5, ET is non-
negative and so (!, !)(!, T!) for every ! # HJ. Since T is in particular
J-real, the same inequality holds true on the whole H and this, together
with the symmetry of T implies &T&sup&!&=1 |(!, T!)|1. K
The following theorem contains the characterization of positivity
preserving semigroups in terms of their forms.
Theorem 4.7. Let [Tt]t0 be a J-real, strongly continuous, symmetric,
semigroup on H and let (E[ } ], D(E)) be the associated J-real, R-valued
quadratic form.
(a) The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) ! # D(E)J implies |!| # D(E) and E[ |!|]E[!];
(ii) [Tt]t0 is positivity preserving.
(b) the following conditions are also equivalent:
(iii) ! # D(E)J implies !+ # D(E) and E[!+]E)[!];
(iv) [Tt]t0 is positivity preserving and contractive.
Proof. By the representation E[!]=limt  0 E(t)[!], D(E)=[! # H :
limt  0 E
(t)[!]<] seen above and an application of Lemma 4.6(i), with
E(t) and t&1(I&Tt) in place of ET and I&T respectively, we get E[ |!|]
E[!] for all ! # HJ. If ! # D(E)J then E[!]< and the estimate then
implies that E[!]< which gives |!| # D(E). Thus (i) follows from (ii).
To prove the converse it is sufficient to show that R* is positive
preserving for *>0 (Proposition 2.15). Fixing ! # P, we have to show that
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R*!=(*+L)&1 ! # P for all * sufficiently large. We have seen above that
R* can also be represented as the adjoint I* of the natural embedding
I=D(E)  H, when D(E) is endowed with the Hilbert space structure
( } , } )* . Let us consider the cone
C=: I*(P)=R*(P).
By Lemma 4.2 R* is J-real so that C/D(E)J. We have to show that CP.
For each ‘ # C there exists ’ # P such that ‘=I*’. By the selfduality of P
we have, for each ! # D(E)J, the following estimate:
( |!| ; ‘)* =(|!| ; I*’)*=(I |!| ; ’)=(|!| ; ’)
|(!; ’)|=|(I! ; ’)|=|(! ; I*’)* |=|(! ; ‘)* |.
Using hypothesis we have |!| # D(E)J and also
_!_2*=E[|!|]+* _!_E[!]+* _!_=E[!]+* &!&=&!&
2
* .
Applying Lemma 1.3.1 in [Dav1] to the real Hilbert space D(E)J with
cone C and choosing ! : |!|, we conclude that CP.
By the equivalence between (i) and (ii) and assuming the properties in
(iv), what is left to be proved to verify (iii) is the positivity of E[ } ]. This
follows easily using again the representation E[!]=limt  0 E(t)[!]
combined with Lemma 4.6(ii). Vice versa, assuming properties in (iii), we
know by Proposition 4.5 that E[ } ] is non-negative and we can conclude,
by the Spectral Theorem, that [Tt]t0 is contractive. K
We now come to the characterization of forms corresponding to
sub-Markovian semigroups.
We remark that the following Definition 4.8, Proposition 4.10 and the
main result of this section, Theorem 4.11, do not require the strict positivity
of the vector !0 # P. This property is crucial to apply Theorem 2.12, to prove
a density result in the form domain, Corollary 6.3, and to establish a criterion
of essential selfadjointness in Theorem 6.4.
Definition 4.8. Let !0 be a fixed vector in P. A form (E, D(E)) is
called Markovian if
! # D(E)J implies ! 7 !0 # D(E) and E[! 7 !0]E[!].
A closed Markovian form will be called a Dirichlet form.
Remark 4.9. In the commutative case our definition of Dirichlet Form
is equivalent to the classical one ([Fuk], [Sil]) when !0 is the constant
function 1. Definition 4.8 allows to deal, however, with any positive
function !0 # L2(X, B, &).
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In case M is a finite von Neumann algebra and ,0 is a normal, faithful,
finite trace, Definition 4.8 is equivalent to the corresponding one given in
[Ab2] and [Dav4] when the standard form is the I. Segal’s one.
When one considers the standard form constructed by U. Haagerup
[Haa2] and ,0 a f.n. state, Definition 4.8 clearly reduces to the one
adopted in [Gol1].
Proposition 4.10. Let (E, D(E)) be a closed form and [Tt]t0 the
associated strongly continuous, symmetric semigroup. The following
properties hold true:
(i) If E is Dirichlet then ! # D(E)J implies !+ # D(E) and E[!+]
E[!], E is non-negative; in particular [Tt]t0 is positivity preserving and
contractive.
(ii) If ! # D(E)J implies !+ # D(E) and E[!+]E[!] and !0 # D(E)
then E is Dirichlet iff if E (!0 , !)0 for all ! # D(E) & P.
Proof. (i) by Lemma 4.4 (iii), ! 7!0=!0&(!&!0)& so that by
hypothesis E[!0&(!&!0)&]E[!] for all ! # D(E)J. Considering !
replaced by :&1! for :>0, we then have
E[:&1!]E[!0&(:&1!&!0)&]
E[!]:2E[!0&(:&1!&!0)&]
E[!]E[:!0&(!&:!0)&].
By the continuity of the projections onto closed, convex subsets in Hilbert
spaces :!0&(!&:!0)&  !& in the norm topology of H. Since the form
is assumed to be Dirichlet, it is in particular closed, so that the quadratic
form E[ } ] is lower semicontinuous on H and we have
E[!&]lim inf
:  0
E[:!0&(!&:!0)&]E[!].
The above estimate implies in particular that !& # D(E) for all ! # D(E)J
and the proof of item (i) is completed applying Proposition 4.5(iv), (v) and
Theorem 4.7 (iii), (iv).
Assuming !0 # D(E) and using the representations ! 7 !0=!0&
(!&!0)& and !=!0+(!&!0), it is easy to see that E is Markovian
iff ! # D(E)J implies !+ # D(E), E[(!&!0)&]&2E (!0 , (!&!0)+)
E[!&!0]. This is clearly equivalent to the following condition: ’ # D(E)J
implies ’+ # D(E) and
E[’&]&2E (!0 , ’+)E[’]. (V)
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If E (!0 , !)0 for all ! # D(E) & P and E[’&]E[’] for all ’ # D(E)J the
condition (V) is then immediately verified and the form is Markovian. Vice
versa if the form is Markovian we can apply condition (V) with ’ replaced
by :’+ with :>0, obtaining: 0:E[’+]+2E (!0 , ’+). Letting :  0 we
conclude the proof. K
Next result is the characterization of sub-Markovian semigroups in
terms of Dirichlet forms, both notions being referred to the fixed vector
!0 # P. It is a direct application of Theorem 6.1 in Section 6, considering
as closed, convex set Q the cone !0&P.
Theorem 4.11. Let [Tt]t0 be a J-real, strongly continuous, symmetric,
semigroup on H and let (E[ } ], D(E)) be the associated densely defined,
J-real, R-valued quadratic form. The following conditions are equivalent:
(i) [Tt]t0 is sub-Markovian;
(ii) E is a Dirichlet Form.
5. CONSTRUCTION OF DIRICHLET FORMS:
CRITERIA AND EXAMPLES
The main analytical problem concerning quadratic forms is to prove
lower semi-continuity (i.e. to prove that the form is closed). To this end,
different techniques have been developed in commutative situations, some
of which are of a general nature while others depend on the specific charac-
teristics of the forms considered (see [Fuk, Section 2.1], [Ma1, Chapter
II]). Besides this, various others criteria have been introduced to show that
the closure if a given closable form is Markovian.
In Propositions 5.1, 5.2 we adapt, to our noncommutative situation,
some of those simple criteria of a general nature, useful to show that a
given form is Dirichlet. The results rely on the semicontinuity of quadratic
forms and on the continuity of the projections Proj( } , Q). In the remaining
part of the section we show some examples of noncommutative Dirichlet
forms.
Although next proposition deals with Markovianity only, its proof can
be easily adapted to prove also others contraction properties of quadratic
forms such as those in Theorem 4.7.
Proposition 5.1. Let (E , D(E )) be the closure of the closable form
(E, D(E)). Suppose that for all sequences [!n]n /D(E) such that !n  ! in
H, there exists a sequence [’n]n /D(E) such that
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(i) ’n  ! 7!0 weakly in H and
(ii) E[’n]E[!n] for all n, then (E , D(E )) is a Dirichlet form. In
particular if (E, D(E)) is Markovian then (E , D(E )) is a Dirichlet form.
Proof. Since E is J-real, J is an isometry on the normed space D(E)
so that it can be extended to an isometry on D(E ), showing that E is
J-real too. Let us consider now ! # D(E )J and a sequence [2!n]n /D(E)
converging to ! in the graph-norm. Let [’n]n /D(E) be a sequence with
the properties stated in the hypotheses. Since E [ } ] is convex and lower
semicontinuous it is also weakly lower semicontinuous. The thesis then
follows from: E [!7 !0]lim infn E[’n]limn E[!n]=E [!].
In case E is Markovian we can apply the previous reasoning to ’n=:
!n 7 !0 : the continuity of the projection Proj( } , !0&P) guarantees that
’n  !7 !0 in H. K
Theorem 5.2. Let ((E(k), D(k)))k=1 be a sequence of forms. Let us
consider also the following two quadratic forms and suppose they are densely
defined:
(i) D(E)=: [! # k=1 D
(k) : k=1 E
(k)[!]<] E[!]=k=1 E
(k)[!].
(ii) Suppose D(k+1)D(k) and E(k)[!]E(k+1)[!] for each
! # D(k+1) and define D(E)=: [! # k=1 D
(k) : supk1 E
(k)[!]<]
E[!]=: supk1 E(k)[!].
In both cases (i) and (ii), if each form (E(k), D(k)) is closed (resp.
Markovian), then also (E, D(E)) is closed (resp. Markovian). In particular if
each component is Dirichlet then (E , D(E )) is a Dirichlet form too.
Proof. Since sums of closed (resp. Markovian) forms are closed (resp.
Markovian), it is easy to see that the statements concerning the form in (i)
follow applying those concerning the second kind of construction.
Since the supremum of lower semicontinuous functions are lower semi-
continuous too, the form E defined in (ii) is clearly closed. Considering
! # D(E) we have ! # D(k) for each k, and then, by Markovianity of each
component, E(k)[ |!| ]E(k)[!]. Taking the supremum of both sides of last
inequality we get E[ |!|]=supk E(k)[!]supk E(k)[!]< and ! # D(E).
Markovianity of E thus follows from the corresponding property of the
components. K
The following is our first example of construction of a noncommutative
Dirichlet form. It is a bounded form, so that the emphasis concerns
J-reality, positivity preserving and Markovianity only. In spite of its
simplicity, it may be interesting to see how these properties follow from
corresponding assumptions on the coefficients. The construction relies
on the fact that, in a standard form (M, H, P, J), H is naturally an
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M&M-bimodule (the identity correspondence in the language of [Con3,
Chapter V]).
Denoting by j : M  M$ the antilinear isomorphism j(x)=JxJ, we
consider, for a finite set of elements ai # M and positive numbers +i , *i>0
i=1, ..., n, the form
di : H  H di=: i(+iai&*i j(ai*)) (5.1)
E[!]=: :
n
i=1
&di!&2 D(E)=: H. (5.2)
If we consider, besides the (say left) action of M on H, also the right
action
H_M % (!, x)  !x=: Jx*J!,
in terms of which H is an M&M-bimodule, the map di can then be
written as di !=i(+iai!&!*iai). Moreover, if we introduce, for b # M, the
spatial derivations $b of M, defined as $b(x)=: i[b, x], we find out that di
is then a derivation of the M&M-module H, i.e. the following Leibnitz
rules hold true:
di (x!)=$+i ai (x) !+x di (!) di (!x)=di (!) x+!$*iai (x). (5.3)
Proposition 5.3. Let us denote by H the selfadjoint operator associated
to E, ni=1 d i*di . Then the following properties hold true:
(i) E is J-real iff ni=1 (+
2
i ai*ai&*
2
i aiai*) # Z(M) (the center of M);
(ii) if the previous condition is verified, e&tH is positivity preserving;
(iii) E is sub-Markovian iff ni=1 [+
2
i ai*ai+*
2
i j(ai ai*)&*i +i (ai j(ai)
+ai* j(ai*))] !00;
(iv) e&tH is Markovian iff, for i=1, ..., n, (+i*i)2 is an eigenvalue of
2!0 with corresponding eigenvector ai!0 ; in particular, this is the case when,
for i=1, ..., n, ai # M,0 :=[x # M : ,0(xy)=,0( yx) \y # M] the centralizer
of ,0 .
Proof. Since E[J!]=ni=1 (!, (*iai&+i j(ai*))(*iai*&+i j(ai) !) and
E[!]=ni=1 (!, +iai*&*i j(ai))(+iai&*i j(ai*) !), E is J-real iff 
n
i=1 *
2
i (aiai*
+j(ai*ai))=ni=1 +
2
i (ai*ai+j (aiai*)). The proof of (i) follows rewriting
this condition as
:
n
i=1
(+2i ai*ai&*
2
i ai ai*)= j \ :
n
i=1
(+2i ai*ai&*
2
i aiai*)+ # M & M$=Z(M).
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Consider now !\ # P such that !+=!& . We will indicate with s\ # M
(resp. s$\ # M$) the support projections of !\ in M (resp. M$). These are,
by definition, the projections onto the closure of M$!\ (resp. M!\); see
[Ara1, Theorem 4]. To simplify notations we assume for a moment +i=
*i=1 i=1, ..., n. On one hand we have
E (!+ , !&)= :
n
i=1
((ai& j(ai*)) !+ , (ai& j(ai*)) !&)
= :
n
i=1
[(ai*ai!+ , !&)+( j(aiai*) !+ , !&)
&(ai j(ai) !+ , !&)&(ai* j(ai*) !+ , !&)].
On the other hand, the first two terms into the summation are identically
zero. In fact, since s+ =s& , s$+ =s$&, we have
(ai*ai!+ , !&)=(ai*ais$+!+ , s$&!&)
=(s$&ai*ai s$+ !+ , !&)=(ai*ais$&s$+!+, !&)=0,
and analogously for the second term. Moreover, since ai j(ai) and ai* j(ai*)
preserves P, this cone is selfdual and !\ # P, we have, for all i=1, ..., n,
(ai j(ai) !+ , !&)+(ai* j(ai*) !+ , !&)0
and then E (!+ , !&)0. This verify condition (ii) in Proposition 4.5 and
make is possible to apply Theorem 4.7 to conclude the proof of item (ii).
Since E is clearly non-negative and we have just verified condition (i) in
Proposition 4.5, we can apply Proposition 4.10(ii) to check Markovianity.
A direct calculation gives
E (!, !0)= :
n
i=1
(!, d i*di!0)
=\!, :
n
i=1
[+2i ai*ai+*
2
i j(aiai*)&*i+i (ai j(ai)&ai* j(ai*))] !0+ .
Since now P is selfdual, the condition E (!, !0)0 for all ! # P is equiv-
alent to ni=1 [+
2
i ai*ai+*
2
i j(aiai*)&*i +i (ai j(ai)&ai* j(ai*))]!0 # P, as in
the statement (iii) of the present theorem.
Markovianity of e&tH is clearly equivalent to E[!0]=0, which in turn
is equivalent to di!0=0 i=1, ..., n. By the definition (5.1) this happens iff
+i ai!0=*iJai*!0=*i212!0 ai!0 from which the first part of item (iii) follows.
The second part follows using well known characterizations of the
centralizer (see [Kad, Proposition 6]). K
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When M is a factor, Z(M)=CI, condition (i) in Proposition 5.3, for a
single term of the sum (5.1), reads as follows: a*a&qaa* # CI for some
q>0. Examples of these commutation relations can be constructed using
the theory of q-Gaussian processes and their associated von Neumann
algebras (see [BKS] and references therein).
Using Theorem 5.2(i), the results of last proposition can be extended to
cover the case where in (5.2) an infinite sum appears, thus obtaining
sub-Markovian semigroups with norm unbounded generators.
Notice that the generator of the Markovian semigroup on the Hilbert
space H, considered in Proposition 5.3 has the form
H!= :
n
i=1
(+2i ai*ai!+!*
2
i ai ai*&*i+i (ai !ai*+ai*!ai)) (5.4)
This is precisely the canonical Lindblad’s form of the generator of a
dynamical semigroup as seen in the standard Hilbert space H. It is in fact
easy to show from (5.4), at least when the coefficients ai are analytic w.r.t.
the modular group of ,0 , that the generator of the Markovian semigroup
on M associated the quadratic form (5.2) has the canonical Lindblad’s
representation [Lin]. In other words, ,0 -symmetric Lindblad ’s generators
can be represented, at the Hilbert space level, using M&M-bimodule
derivation of the special form (5.1).
Next example deals with a Dirichlet form constructed using an unbounded
M&M-bimodule derivation. Let (a, D(a)) be a selfadjoint operator on H
affiliated to M and consider the operator
da : D(da)  H da :=i(a& j(a)) D(d ) :=D(a) & JD(a). (5.5)
This operator is an unbounded bimodule derivation on H in the sense that
its domain is a bimodule over the domain D($a) of the spatial derivation
$a( } ) :=i[a, } ] of M determined a (D($a) is always a *sub-algebra of M)
and moreover the Leibnitz rules (5.3) still hold true for ! # D(d ) and
x # D($a).
Let us consider the following quadratic form: E[!] :=&d!&2 for
! # D(E) :=D(d ).
Proposition 5.4. The form E is densely defined and closable. If a*a&
aa* is affiliated to Z(M) then its closure E generates a positivity preserving
semigroup [Tt]t0. Moreover if a is affiliated to M,0 , then [Tt]t0 is
Markovian. Otherwise, if a2!0+ j(a2) !02aj(a) !0 then [Tt]t0 is
sub-Markovian.
Proof. Since a is affiliated to M, j(a)=JaJ, whose domain is JD(a),
is affiliated to M$. Hence they commute strongly and the operator
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da !=i(a& j(a))! is densely defined on D(da)=D(a) & JD(a) and closable.
This proves that E[!]=&da!&2 is densely defined and closable.
We give the proof of the statement concerning Markovianity only,
sub-Markovianity can be treated similarly. Consider now the sequence of
bounded real functions [ fn]n # N defined as follows: fn(t)=t for t # [&n, n]
while fn(t)=nsgn(t) when t  [&n, n] and the corresponding sequence of
bounded forms: En[!]=: & fn(a) !&! fn(a)&2. Since fn+1& fn is nondecreas-
ing on R, one has | fn(s)&fn(t)|| fn+1(s)& fn+1(t)| for all (s, t) # R2. By
Haagerup’s representation Lemma [Haa3, 2.11], there exists a positive,
bounded, Borel measure & on R2 supported by _(a)__(a), we can easily
verify that [En]n # N is a nondecreasing sequence of quadratic forms
En[!]=|
R 2
| fn(s)& fn(t)|2 &(ds, dt)
|
R 2
| fn+1(s)& fn+1(t)| 2 &(ds, dt)=En+1[!],
such that E[!]=supn En[!] for all ! # D(E). By spectral theorem
fn(a) # M,0 so that, by Proposition 5.4, En is Dirichlet. An application of
Theorem 5.2(ii) implies that E is a Dirichlet form too. K
6. SEMIGROUPS LEAVING INVARIANT CLOSED, CONVEX SETS
IN HILBERT SPACES AND ESSENTIAL SELFADJOINTNESS OF
PERTURBED DIRICHLET FORMS
In this section we consider two selfadjoint operators (H0 , D(H0) and
(H1 , D(H1) on the Hilbert space H of a standard form (M, H, P, J). We
consider the problem of providing sufficient conditions which warrant the
form sum H=H0+H1 , to be
(a) a densely defined, selfadjoint operator,
(b) essentially selfadjoint on D(H0) & D(H1).
We recall that, denoting by (E0 , D(E0)) and (E1 , D(E1)) the forms
associated to (H0 , D(H0)) and (H1 , D(H1)), the form sum H=H0+H1 is
the operator associated with the closure of the form (E, D(E)) defined as:
D(E)=: D(E0) & D(E1)E[!]=: E0[!]+E1[!]. Notice that, E and H are
not necessarily densely defined.
The basic assumption is to require H0 to be associated to a Dirichlet
form (E0 , D(E0)) or, equivalently, to be the generator of a sub-Markovian
semigroup e&tH0, with respect to some fixed cyclic vector !0 # P.
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The results (in Theorem 6.4 below) are obtained suitably modifying the
proofs of Theorem 4.1 and Theorem 4.4 in [Far2] in order to use a general
density results in the domain of a Dirichlet form (Corollary 6.3 below)
which can be of an independent interest.
Both the selfadjointness criteria and the density result alluded above are
based on the following theorem which has already been used to derive
Theorem 4.11.
In Theorem 6.1 we characterize those strongly continuous, symmetric semi-
groups in real Hilbert spaces which leave invariant a closed, convex set Q.
This is obtained in terms of a contraction property of the associated
quadratic form with respect to the hilbertian projection onto Q.
For a closed, convex set Q/H, !Q denotes the projection Proj(!, Q) of
! # H onto Q.
Theorem 6.1. Let us consider a strongly continuous, symmetric semi-
group [Tt]t0 on the real Hilbert space H. Let (E, D(E)) be its associated
densely defined, semibounded, closed quadratic form and (H, D(H)) the
corresponding selfadjoint, semibounded operator. Let Q be a closed, convex
set in H.
(i) If [Tt]t0 leaves Q invariant, Tt QQ for all t>0, then ! # D(H)
implies !Q # D(E) and E[!Q]E[!]+E (!, !Q&!)=E (!, !Q);
(ii) if moreover [Tt]t0 is contractive then Tt QQ for all t>0 iff
! # D(E) implies !Q # D(E) and E[!Q]E[!].
Proof. By lower semicontinuity it is enough to consider ! # D(E). Since,
by definition, !Q is the projection of ! onto Q, if the semigroup leaves Q
invariant we have Tt !Q # Q and also: (!&!Q , Tt !Q&!Q)0. In terms of
the bounded forms E(t)[ } ]=t&1((I&Tt) } , } ) this can easily be written as
follows: E(t)[!Q]E(t)(!, !Q). As t  0, since ! belong to D(H), the above
expression converges to E[!Q](H!, !Q). Since the right hand side is
finite we have also !Q # D(E) and the expression can be written as in
item (i).
If the semigroup is contractive then E0 and the CauchySchwartz
inequality applied to E gives E[!Q]E (!, !Q)E[!]12E[!Q]12. This
together with item (i) proves half of the statement in item (ii).
To conclude the proof of item (ii), it is sufficient to prove (see proof of
Proposition 2.15) that ’0=: *R* ! # Q for all ! # Q and *>0. For then let
us consider, for a fixed ! # Q and *>0, the functional F : H  (&, +)
defined by
F(’)=: *&1E[’]+&’&!&2.
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’0 is the unique element minimizing F. In fact, using the relation *R*=
(I+*&1H)&1, a simple calculation gives
F(’)&F(’0)=&(*R*)&12 (’&’0)&2.
By Spectral Theorem, ’0=*R* ! # D(H), so that, by the assumption,
E[(’0) Q ]E[’]. The definition of (’0)Q as the nearest point to ’0 in Q
implies, since also ! # Q, that &(’0)Q&!&&’0&!&. We then have
F((’0)Q)=*&1E[(’0)Q]+&(’0)Q&!&2*&1E[’0]+&’0&!&2=F(’0).
By uniqueness of the minimum we have (’0)Q=’0 and then ’0=*R* # Q.
K
Theorem 6.2. Let be given a collection of closed, convex subsets Qn /
Hn # N and suppose strongly continuous, symmetric semigroup [Tt]t0
leaves invariant each single Qn . Assume D=: n Qn dense in H.
Then D & D(H) is dense in D(E). If moreover D is a linear manifold then
D & D(H) is a form core.
Proof. Let ! # D(H) and denote by !n the vectors Proj(!, Qn). By
Theorem 6.1 ! # D(E) n=1, 2, . . .. Since D is dense in H, we have !n  !
in H. Again by Theorem 6.1 we have
sup
n
E[!n]E[!]+&H!& sup
n
&!n&!&<.
The BanachAlaoglu theorem then implies that there exists a sub-sequence
[!nk]k , such that !nk  ’ weakly in D(E) for some ’ # D(E). Since the
injection of D(E) into H is norm continuous, it remains continuous when
the spaces are endowed with their weak topologies. This shows that ’=!.
The lower semicontinuity of E[ } ] and another application of Theorem 6.1
give
E[!]lim inf
k
E[!nk]E[!]+&H!& lim infk
&!nk&!&=E[!].
Finally, since !nk  ! weakly in D(E) and strongly in H and E[!nk] 
E[!], we then have !nk  ! strongly in D(E). K
As an application of the above general results we get the following
density result in the domain of Dirichlet forms on the Hilbert space of a
standard form (M, H, P, J).
Corollary 6.3. Let (E, D(E)) be a Dirichlet form with respect to the
cyclic vector !0 # P and let (H, D(H)) be the associated selfadjoint operator.
Then i0(M) & D(H) is a form core.
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Proof. Since !0 is cyclic, it is also separating and so it is a weak order
unit. Moreover i0(M)=n n[&!0 , +!0] and [&!0 , +!0] is closed and
convex in H. We can then apply Theorem 6.2, with Qn=: n[&!0 , +!0],
to conclude the proof. K
Theorem 6.4. Assume (E0 , D(E0)) to be a Dirichlet form on H with
respect to the cyclic vector !0 # P. Suppose that H1 is a non-negative, self-
adjoint operator.
(i) If i0(M) & D(H0)D(E1), then the form sum is a densely defined,
selfadjoint operator such that its form E is closed on D(E)=D(E0) & D(E1);
(ii) if i0(M) & D(H0)D(H1) and E1 is a Dirichlet form, then the
form sum H=H0+H1 is essentially selfadjoint on D(H0) & D(H1).
Proof. Since the sum of two closed forms is closed, to prove (i) we have
just to verify that D(E)=D(E0) & D(E1) is dense; since D(H0)/D(E0), this
follows by the assumptions and Corollary 6.3.
To prove (ii) we start noticing that, since E1 has been assumed to be
Dirichlet, by Proposition 4.10(ii), it is non-negative and, consequently, so
it is also H1 . By the assumption we have also: i0(M) & D(H0)D(H1)
D(E1). Applying the first part of the present theorem and Proposition
5.2(ii), we have that E is a densely defined Dirichlet form. Applying again
Corollary 6.3 we have also that i0(M) & D(E) is a form core for E, i.e. it
is dense in the graph norm of D(E)=D(H12). Now let D=: e&H(i0(M) &
D(E)). An easy application of the Spectral Theorem allows us to verify that
e&H : D(H 12)  D(H) has norm less than one and dense range, when the
spaces are endowed by their respective graph norms. This implies that D is
dense in D(H), i.e. is a core for H. Since, by a general result D(H0) &
D(H1)D(H) ([Far2, Proposition 2.6]), what remains to be proved is
DD(H0) & D(H1). For then, notice that: (a) e&H is sub-Markovian and
so leaves i0(M) invariant; (b) by the Spectral Theorem also D(E) is
invariant under e&H. This gives DD(H1), so that we have only to show
DD(H0). This follows since on D, both H and H1 are defined and then,
by difference, H0 , also. K
Example 6.5. Let (a, D(a)) be a densely defined operator affiliated
with the centralizer M,0 of a faithful, normal, positive functional ,0 and
assume for simplicity JD(a)=D(a). By Proposition 5.5 E0[!]=: &da !&2
defined on D(a) is Dirichlet w.r.t. ,0 . Consider now a non-negative, densely
defined operator (v, D(v)) affiliated to M such that JD(v)=D(v) and the
non-negative operator H1=: v+JvJ densely defined on D(v). H1 is clearly
J-real and moreover, reasoning as in proof of Proposition 5.3(ii) and
applying Proposition 4.5(ii), it can be shown to generalise a posititivy
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preserving semigroup e&tH1. Assuming that !0 # D(v) and H1!0=v!0+
Jv!00 we can deduce, by Proposition 4.10(ii), that e&tH1 is sub-
Markovian w.r.t. ,0 . If moreover i0(M) & D(a2)D(v12) (resp. i0(M) &
D(a2)D(v)) we finally get, applying Theorem 6.4(i) (resp. Theorem 6.4
(ii) that E0+E1 is densely defined on D(a) & D(v(12) (resp. H0+H1 is
essential self-adjoint on D(a2) & D(v)).
As a final application of Theorem 6.1 we characterize those positivity
preserving semigroups on H which strongly commute with the modular
operator 2,0 of a faithful, normal, positive functional ,0 on M. By the
results of Section 2, this will give also a characterization of those ,0 -
symmetric, _(M, M
*
)-continuous, Markovian semigroups on the von
Neumann algebra M, which commute with the modular automorphism
group _,0t ( } )=2
it
,0
} 2&it,0 .
To apply Theorem 6.1, we will consider on the space H, the structure
of real linear space underlying the structure of complex linear space and,
as a R-bilinear inner product, the real part of the original sesquilinear form
on H. In the real Hilbert space we will consider the Araki’s cones
V:!0=: 2
:
!0
M+!0 , : # [0, 12]. Notice that V 14!0 =P.
For a vector ! # H: , !: will denote the projection onto V :!0 : !:=:
Proj(!, V :!0).
Theorem 6.6. Let [Tt]t0 be a strongly continuous, contractive,
symmetric, positivity preserving semigroup and (E, D(E)) the associated
densely defined, J-real, R-valued quadratic form. Let !0 be a cyclic vector P
and : # [0, 12], :{14. The following conditions are then equivalent:
(i) [Tt]t0 strongly commute with the modular operator 2,0 ;
(ii) ! # D(E) implies (!): # D(E) and E[(!):]E[!].
Moreover, if [Tt]t0 is Markovian with respect to !0 , it commutes with
2,0 iff the induced _(M, M*)-continuous sub-Markovian semigroup [St]t0on M commutes with the modular automorphism group [_,0t ]t0.
Proof. Let us assume (i). By [Ara1, Theorem 3] we have V :!0=
2:&14!0 [P & D(2
:&14
!0
)]. Since Tt commutes strongly with 2!0 , it commutes
strongly with 2:&14!0 , so that, by [Bra2, Lemma 1], D(2
:&14
!0
) is left
invariant by Tt and Tt 2:&14!0 !=2
:&14
!0
Tt! for all ! # D(2:&14!0 ). Since, by
the assumption, Tt leaves invariant P too, we have that [Tt]t0 leaves
invariant V :!0 . In fact for ’ # V
:
!0
there exists ! # P & D(2:&14!0 ) such that
’=2:&14!0 ! and also
Tt ’=Tt2:&14!0 !=2
:&14
!0
Tt! # 2:&14!0 [P & D(2
:&14
!0
)]=V :!0 .
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We can now apply Theorem 6.1(i) in the real Hilbert space H to the
closed, convex set V :!0 concluding the proof of the first part of the theorem.
Vice versa, assuming (ii) and applying Theorem 6.1(ii), we have that
[Tt]t0 leaves V :!0 invariant. Applying then [Bra2, Lemma 2] we have
that [Tt]t0 strongly commute with 2!0 and with J.
To conclude the proof of the theorem we recall that, by definition, we
have Tt b i0=i0 b St and i0(x)=214x!0 . Now, an easy calculation shows
that [Tt]t0 strongly commutes with 2!0 iff St commutes with _
,0
t . K
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